How To Get The Perfect Design Experience for Your Dream Home
Designing your new home can be a bit of a trial. You draw out dozens and dozens of floor plans,
think about them, wonder what it will look like and whether it will work – and then you tear them up
in frustration. And then start again. It is often not a wonderful experience. And you may have
wondered if it was really worth it. Many find the whole thing just too much – and then just “settle”
for “pretty good”.

Have You Been Driving For Entire Weekends – Visiting Townsville Display Villages?
The other approach is to “invest” hundreds of hours “collecting” pictures of new homes, their floor
plans, and their details while driving all over Townsville. You visit every single display home. You grab
all the brochures. You scour the internet until your eyes go completely gritty. And end up with a 2
foot pile of stuff and a zillion files on your computer. And completely confused.
We sat down one day, and decided to create a process with the goal of not only making designing
your dream home easier – but to actually make it into a great experience. It took us a little while, but
we can now offer you a new, different approach to getting your home design out of your head and
onto paper (actually into our design program).
Not only that – we found that when people used this process – it smoothed the whole process of
building. From getting land to suit your new home (or vice versa) to finding out what else can be
done that you had not thought of. People are loving it. And we are loving it.

We call this process our “Free Home Design Ideas Consultation”.
This allows you to share YOUR ideas, design requirements and dreams. Because we can do some
very cool tech things right there and then on the big screen – it takes the pressure off you “keeping
track”. Our experience allows us to give instant feedback on ideas, what will and probably won’t
work well, and how to keep costs lower (if that is important for you right now).

Thousands and Thousands of Floor Plans…
We also have access to literally thousands of floor plans, designs and land use suggestions – which I
think will save about 200 hours of “driving around looking”. People are telling us that more was
achieved in this meeting than in the previous 50 hours of “work”, and that it was great experience as
well. (This may be something to do with our spectacular coffee?)
So – if you are ready to get your new home “rocking” call us now on 47794199 to make a great time.
Bring along all your best ideas, your scraps of paper, your photos, land size (if you have it – and we
can advise on land selection if you are stuck), and be ready for a quantum leap in progress to your
dream home.

